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FORFAR CURLING CENTRE 

MINUTES OF AGM HELD AT FORFAR INDOOR SPORTS ON 22ND September 2016  

 

1. Chairman’s Welcome: 

Ron Caithness welcomed the assembled company to the FCCC Annual General 

Meeting. A signed list of the attendees was taken on the evening. 

 

2. Apologies: 

The following members of our Centre tendered their apologies: 

Jim Wallace Pitkerro C.C. 

Adam Clark Letham Grange C.C. 

Moira Adam  Forfar Ladies C.C.  

Rob Inglis  Edzell C.C. 

 

3. Minutes of Previous AGM: 

 

Ron Caithness indicated that the minutes of last year were not available 

despite requests of the FCCC Secretary who was the minute taker of the 

evening. Ron indicated that he would attempt to secure (Adrian to speak with 

Dawn) and at the request of Jim Menzies, he asked that they be posted on- 

line and released to the members in due course. Ron indicated that this 

course of action was appropriate and the matter would be followed up as a 

matter of urgency. 
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4. Presidents Report: 

 

Ron Caithness reported as follows: 

 

It may be some time since the last stone was thrown in our curling season 

2015/16 and we are about to embark on a new season of activities in a matter 

of days. While our agm is now annually at this time we are of course reporting 

on last season and the financials that go with it. 

 

Once again I am pleased to report a very successful year in curling terms. This 

is down to you the members of our Centre and to the Directors and staff of 

Forfar Indoor Sports who continue to afford us excellent playing facilities. We 

now have 42 member clubs playing out of our Centre. 

I am all too aware that some if not all of the clubs are finding it difficult to 

introduce new members and we really appreciate the enthusiastic 

participation of existing members. 

 

Graham and his team continue to give us excellent ice to play on and he will 

be the first to admit that it does come at a cost with the plant operating at 

optimum levels to produce keen fast ice. Mike will discuss this further in his 

Financial Report. 

 

The core of our Rink competitions continues to attract good support but we 

would still like to see some more club curlers stepping up to pit their skills in a 

competitive environment. 

 

The Ice Rink K O and the Thursday Walk on League are now established but 

for various reasons (mostly a lack of available ice) we did not get the over 50’s 

.k.o.  and the Mixed Doubles off the ground. This will happen this season. 

We were delighted with our inaugural Charity Day  Bonspiel and with some 

generous support from FIS Ltd, we donated £1,000 to our chosen charity :- 

Chest Heart and Stroke, Scotland. 
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This will now be an annual event and your committee would like to nominate 

Dimentia Scotland for this year, particularly relevant given the sad effect of 

the illness on our stalwarts Cameron McKiddie and the late David Pattullo. 

 

There are always people involved at the Ice Rink who deserve special mention 

but they all give of their time to support and enhance curling. 

Our Coaches under the guidance of Ian and Lorraine do a sterling job. 

Brian McCartney must be thanked for his Schools activity as this is where the 

life blood of the future lies. 

 

We were delighted to see some of our young curlers blossom on the 

International Stage and I’m sure Duncan Menzies and others won’t mind me 

singling out Angus Dowell for special mention given that he returned from The 

World Juniors with the Gold Medal. 

 

I will be standing down as your Chairman after 4 years in office. I have 

thoroughly enjoyed being part of the Executive Working Group working with 

Mike to look after the affairs of our Centre. 

 

I will still be involved as an ex-officio member of your committee and it is 

incumbent upon all of us to continue to support and look after the affairs of 

our Centre. 

 

5.  FINANCIAL AND MANAGEMENT REPORT: 

 

Mike presented the audited figures of the Centre and spoke to the figures for 

the year. In general terms it had been a tough year albeit that income showed 

a slight increase aided by the £3k grant support from RCCC following 

submissions by Ian and Lorraine and the fund will be earmarked for Training 

and Development purposes. Playing fees were very much on par with the 

previous year. 

 

Expenses were up some £7k on the previous year but once again this is 

substantially due to increases in Utility costs with electricity running 17% 

ahead of last year. Mike went on to explain that we are disadvantaged vis a 

vis the Central Belt in terms of finer rates but he attempts every year to 
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negotiate best possible terms. The cost of Electricity and Gas accounts for 

some £41k…….some 25% of the annual budget. 

 

Mike continues to explore these costs and a Buying Group alongside other Ice 

Rinks is a consideration for the future. 

 

The important aspect of the accounts is that we continue our recent trend of 

profitability, albeit this is fairly small at £1,388.This is none the less 

encouraging and makes some small inroads to the deficit of our Centre which 

now stands at £25,442. 

 

Strict management of expenses is undertaken at all times. 

At this point Mike asked for any questions from the floor and there was none 

forthcoming. 

 

On others aspects of his report Mike indicated that more curling fees would 

be the ideal scenario but this of course requires a fill up of new members 

taking up the sport. Not an easy task but one that all clubs should endeavour 

to achieve. 

 

Marketing costs are minimal but Mike makes full use of Social Media to 

maximise all marketing opportunities. 

 

Mike did feel that we have to work more effectively on securing more 

Sponsorship deals primarily to wrap them around competitions. Mike asks 

that we must know someone keen to sponsor in a small way and an annual 

contribution of £3/4/5K would be a significant input. 

 

 

6.  OTHER MATTERS: 

 

Mike indicated there had been a significant upgrading of Computer facilities 

at Forfar Indoor Sports, all with a view to enhancing facilities and 

communication. A new web address had been established …. www.fis.scot  

 

http://www.fis.scot/
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An upgraded booking calendar had been introduced to make life easier for 

curlers. All comps and draws now available on the website.  

 

Competition results will also be displayed for your information. The whole 

thrust of the upgraded facility is to drive everyone to the website for 

information and its use should be maximised. 

 

While the application for ice allocation was down by some 100 sheets through 

lack of demand by clubs, the increase in Ice prices (up £1 )  

would fully compensate for the downturn. The position will also be helped 

through turning Thursday evening curling ice over to skaters in the back hall. 

 

New Competition(s): 

 

Mike advised that he had secured a Sweep and Swing competition with an 

International flavour with 14 Canadian Curlers participating. The curling will 

take place on Frid/Sat….. 22/23 October with a Curlers Court being held on 

the Saturday evening.  The visitors would be staying at the Carnoustie Links 

Hotel with golfing over a week. 

 

Open invitation to submit your name to play and/or join in the court. 

 

SCOTTISH CURLING TOUR FORFAR OPEN: 

 

Good entry from all over Scotland but could do with a couple of local rinks. 

Good competitive weekend and a chance to play against some of our top 

Scottish competitors. 

 

MIXED DOUBLES: 

 

Now that it is an Olympic event we will definitely have a demonstration of the 

format and ideally get a competition up and running. 

Mike was pleased to advise that the Over 50’s ko was a popular entry. 
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CHARITY BONSPEIL: 

 

Mike hoped our chosen Charity would receive high profile throughout the 

season and clubs are very welcome to have their own little bonspiel or event 

to support our good cause. 

 

THURSDAY HAT GAMES: 

 

Popular concept and with a special lunch deal, we should encourage greater 

participation. 

 

SOCIAL ACTIVITIES: 

 

We should not forget about the social aspects of our sport and these should 

be enhanced. A quiz night will take place in November and more information 

to be released shortly. 

 

A Christmas Party night will take place on 10th December and again fund 

raising for our designated charity will take place. 

 

FREE CURLING: 

 

The 5.55 session on 30th September will be a free session for dusting off the 

cobwebs and getting the slide going. 

 

MARKETING: 

 

Mike is producing bright and vivid marketing brochures in house and is 

looking for sites for Banners and Notices to support the activities at Forfar 

Indoor Sports. 

 

 On Social Media……..the way forward,  Mike is looking at Facebook Ads 

particularly since the hits on the web are ever increasing…..17.5k at time of 

agm. Expensive Press advertising is no longer viable and use of the web and 

social media must be the way forward. 
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ICE RINK IMPROVEMENTS: 

A major paint stripping exercise was undertaken with more than 2.5 tons of 

paint removed from the ice pads. Rotten timbers replaced and new sealants 

introduced amongst other activities and this should help in the efficiency of 

the ice plant. The railing in the back hall had also been refurbished. 

 

All in all perhaps not a lot to be seen for the work undertaken but none the 

less an expensive exercise in Mike’s quest to constantly upgrade the facility. 

 

7. COACHING AND DEVELOPMENT: 

 

Ian Young gave an updating report. In the main Try Curling would undertake 3 

sessions this season and we must all be encouraged to introduce friends to 

come along and try. 

 

Coaches are available to help clubs and take up of their expertise should be 

encouraged. Lorraine will be involved with Ian in submission of our 

Development Plan that will take a different format this year. Clubs will also be 

involved in its submission. An application form for any club seeking to apply 

for curling development funding from FCCC is available on request.  

 

Membership of the Virtual Club is down this season but this was expected as 

members integrated into clubs of their choice. 

SCHOOLS CURLING: 

Brian updated us on his activities with over 300 children potentially attracted. 

He hopes to expand to Arbroath schools this season. On ice activities takes 

place on Tuesdays and Wednesdays from 4 till 5. 

 

8. FORFAR LADIES CENTRE REPORT: 

See separate report from Shirley Jeans. 

 

9. FORFAR YOUNG CURLERS REPORT: 

See separate report from Ian Taylor 
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10.  ELECTION OF OFFICE BEARERS 

 

Adrian White was appointed Chairman of the Centre 

Neil Smith appointed Vice Chairman 

Ian Taylor appointed Junior Vice Chairman 

Rob Inglis (Edzell C C) appointed Secretary 

All other members to remain in situ with Ron Caithness, past Chairman 

continuing on an ex officio basis. 

 

11.   A O C B  

 

Brian McCartney reminded members of the European Championships in 

November and encouraged members to support the event. Brian also 

reminded members that the Inter Province Competition of 26th March 2017. 

 

The meeting concluded with Adrian presenting Ron Caithness with a Curling 

Broom for his participation as Chairman of the Centre.  

 

12.   PRESENTATION OF THE ANDY MCGLYNN AWARD: 

Following several nominations for the award, the committee selected Jim 

Keillor for the 2016 award. Jim has given a lot to curling over many years 

particularly in coaching and his activity is well recorded back to the Letham 

Grange days. Brian McCartney was able to give a full resume of Jim’s activities 

and these were read out prior to the presentation.  

 

 

End of Minute. 


